
Haines Hunter SF660

Enquire for Pricing

Information

Our vision is your dream. “Style, functionality, cockpit space,” this superb craft has it all. Family boating pleasure is right here, with all tastes well and truly catered for, and don’t forget “THE RIDE”. The 
Haines Hunter SF660 is a new boat, designed and built from scratch. 

The hull is a completely new development. The 21 degree deep V that is the standard for Haines Hunter has been taken to a new level that provides maximum beam aft (for stability and fishing room) 
combined with a totally new approach to the forward sections. 

The fine entry provides softness in the ride. Add our famous planing strakes that provide maximum lift for performance and dryness and we have “the ride” that only Haines Hunter boats share. The pedigree 
of this design exhibits superb, vice free handling without the need for big horse power. Inside the boat is big, very big with huge cockpit space for fishing or diving and no compromise for family comfort.

Available with the conventional fold back canopy or the optional factory Sport Fishing Bimini Top complete with rocket launchers. This boat has excellent seated visibility with all driving & electronics functions 
at your fingertips. Spend some time and enjoy a thorough look at this all new Haines Hunter SF660, it’s a beauty.
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Email:
nic@boatcity.co.nz



Boat City are a family business that have been at the forefront of the marine industry since 
1962.

With one of the largest ranges of brands both new and used, you can purchase with 
confidence that we will have something to suit your needs.

We can ship anywhere in the country any time, just ask us for a quote.

For everything on the water and more.
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